Abstract. This study presents in situ aircraft measurements of Saharan mineral dust transported over the western Mediterranean basin in June-July 2013 during the ChArMEx/ADRIMED (the Chemistry-Aerosol Mediterranean Experiment/Aerosol Direct Radiative Impact on the regional climate in the MEDiterranean region) airborne campaign. Dust events differing in terms of source region (Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco), time of transport (1-5 days) and height of transport were sampled. Mineral dust were transported above the marine boundary layer, which conversely was dominated by pollution and marine aerosols. The dust vertical structure was extremely variable and characterized by either a single layer or a more complex and stratified structure with layers originating from different source regions. Mixing of mineral dust with pollution particles was observed depending on the height of transport of the dust layers. Dust layers carried a higher concentration of pollution particles below 3 km above sea level (a.s.l.) than above 3 km a.s.l., resulting in a scattering Ångström exponent up to 2.2 below 3 km a.s.l. However, the optical properties of the dust plumes remained practically unchanged with respect to values previously measured over source regions, regardless of the altitude. Moderate absorption of light by the dust plumes was observed with values of aerosol single scattering albedo at 530 nm ranging from 0.90 to 1.00. Concurrent calculations from the aerosol chemical composition revealed a negligible contribution of pollution particles to the absorption properties of the dust plumes that was due to a low contribution of refractory black carbon in regards to the fraction of dust and sulfate particles. This suggests that, even in the presence of moderate pollution, likely a persistent feature in the Mediterranean, the optical properties of the dust plumes could be assumed similar to those of native dust in radiative transfer simulations, modelling studies and satellite retrievals over the Mediterranean. Measurements also showed that the coarse mode of mineral dust was conserved even after 5 days of transport in the Mediterranean, which contrasts with the gravitational depletion of large particles observed during the transport of dust plumes over the Atlantic. Simulations with the WRF mesoscale meteorological model highlighted a strong vertical turbulence within the dust layers that could prevent deposition of large particles during their atmospheric transport. This has important implications for the dust radiative effects due to surface dimming, atmospheric heating and cloud formation. The results presented here add to the observational data set necessary for evaluating the role of mineral dust on the regional climate and rainfall patterns in the western Mediterranean basin and understanding their atmospheric transport at global scale.
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Introduction
Mineral dust aerosols constitute a major fraction of airborne particulate matter (Huneeus et al., 2012) and their contribution to the Earth's climate system is of considerable significance. In particular, dust aerosols exert a significant effect on global radiative budget by scattering and absorbing longwave and shortwave radiation (IPCC, 2013) , thereby impacting the vertical profile of temperature and atmospheric stability (Jing et al., 2008) and the precipitation rate (Rosenfeld et al., 2001; Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008; Choobari et al., 2014) .
The Sahara hosts the maximum dust emission and atmospheric dust loading in the world (Choobari et al., 2014) . Strong winds and convection produced by intense surface heating can uplift mineral dust particles into the free troposphere, where they are advected over large distances at the continental and intercontinental scales (d'Almeida, 1986; Goudie and Middleton, 2001; Engelstaedter et al., 2006) . Along the year, the transport pathway of Saharan dust is mainly controlled by low-pressure systems over the Atlantic or North Africa, high pressure over the Mediterranean region or high pressure at upper levels over Africa (Moulin et al., 1998; Querol et al., 2009; Salvador et al., 2014) . A significant fraction of dust loaded from African sources is transported westward across the Atlantic Ocean as far as the Caribbean Doherty et al., 2008) , the United States (Perry et al., 1997; Prospero et al., 2002) and South America (Swap et al., 1992; Formenti et al., 2001; Ansmann et al., 2009) . Large Saharan dust storms are also carried across the Mediterranean Sea to Europe (Moulin et al., 1998; Koren et al., 2003; Collaud Coen et al., 2004; Papayannis et al., 2008) . During such outbreaks, mineral dust emerges as the largest PM 10 source at rural and urban sites in the Mediterranean basin Salvador et al., 2014) .
Considerable uncertainties in quantifying the climatic effect of mineral dust arise from a lack of knowledge of their properties and spatial and vertical distributions over many regions of the world. In particular, to estimate the magnitude of the dust radiative effect, an accurate description of particle size distribution, optical properties and their link with the chemical composition is necessary (Sokolik and Toon, 1996; Tegen et al., 1996) . The size distribution is a fundamental parameter to estimate the aerosol radiative effect and atmospheric lifetime, but its representation remains challenging due to the large size spectrum of mineral dust, from hundreds of nanometres to tens of micrometres (Formenti et al., 2011a) . In particular, an accurate description of the coarse mode particles is vital since the presence of large particles enhances the capacity of mineral dust in absorbing radiation at short and long wavelengths Otto et al., 2009; Sicard et al., 2014) , modifies the atmospheric heating rate (Ryder et al., 2013a) and affects cloud formation (Koehler et al., 2009 ).
Once in the atmosphere, mineral dust can undergo various aging processes, such as heterogeneous reactions with gas-phase compounds (Sullivan and Weber, 2006; Ma et al., 2012) , condensation of low-volatile species (Bauer et al., 2004; Clarke et al., 2004; Sullivan and Prather, 2007) , cloud processing (Levin et al., 1996; Trochkine et al., 2003) and coagulation (Fan et al., 1996; Zhou et al., 1996; Levin et al., 2005) . Because of these processes, the physicochemical properties (composition, mixing state, shape and size distribution) of dust aerosols might evolve during transport, leading in turn to the evolution of the optical properties (Formenti et al., 2011a) . A recent study of Kanitz et al. (2014) has shown significant differences in the optical properties of two Saharan dust plumes over the Atlantic Ocean, resulting from different aging processes affecting the dust. Henceforth, the radiative effect of mineral dust should depend on the travel distance and pathway, residence time over their source regions and air masses encountered (Garrett et al., 2003) .
The Mediterranean basin provides ideal conditions to investigate the changes in Saharan dust properties as numerous concurrent anthropogenic and natural sources of aerosols are active over this region. Case studies of mixing of Saharan dust with industrial/urban, marine and biomass-burning particles have been documented in the past (Koçak et al., 2012; Mantas et al., 2014) and could explain the large variability of the values of single scattering albedo ω 0 (0.83-0.92 at the wavelength of 440 nm) reported by various studies (Sicard et al., 2012; Mallet et al., 2013) .
In past years, intensive field campaigns including in situ airborne measurements have mostly focused on properties of mineral dust at emission (e.g. over the Saharan and the Sahelian source regions) and over the Atlantic Ocean and on their comparison to trace the temporal evolution during transport (Formenti et al., 2003 (Formenti et al., , 2011b Reid et al., 2003; McConnell et al., 2008; Osborne et al., 2008; Heintzenberg, 2009; Weinzierl et al., 2009 Weinzierl et al., , 2011 Haywood et al., 2011; Ryder et al., 2013a, b) . Contrastingly, observations in the Mediterranean region were mostly limited to remote sensing from the ground (e.g. Hamonou et al., 1999; Meloni et al., 2006; Saha et al., 2008; Basart et al., 2009; Gómez-Amo et al., 2011; Perrone and Bergamo, 2011; Mallet et al., 2013; Pey et al., 2013; Marconi et al., 2014) or space (Moulin et al., 1997; de Meij and Lelieveld, 2011; Gkikas et al., 2012) .
To fill this gap, the Aerosol Direct Radiative Impact on the regional climate in the MEDiterranean region (ADRIMED) field campaign, part of the international cooperative research program ChArMEx (the Chemistry-Aerosol Mediterranean Experiment; http://charmex.lsce.ipsl.fr), took place with the main objectives of characterizing Saharan dust plumes by coordinated aircraft and ground-based measurements . In this paper, we present in situ aircraft measurements obtained in June-July 2013 over the Mediterranean basin. The objective is to determine possible changes of dust properties during long-range transport over the westAtmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 1081-1104, 2016
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/1081/2016/ ern Mediterranean basin and explore the potential reasons for changes. Section 2 describes the aircraft strategy, the instrumentation and the method used to determine the aerosol size distribution, chemical composition and the associated optical properties. Section 3 presents the campaign meteorology, the dust vertical profiles and the results of the aerosol properties within the dust plumes. Section 4 explores the potential factors affecting the variability of the aerosol properties due to altitude and dust age. Section 5 concludes this article.
Measurement and methodology

Aircraft strategy
The ATR-42 aircraft of SAFIRE (French aircraft service for environmental research, http://www.safire.fr) based at Cagliari (39
• 15 N, 9
• 03 E; Italy) conducted 16 flights in the period 14 June-4 July 2013. In this paper, we present results from the nine flights dedicated to the observation of mineral dust plumes that occurred between 16 June and 3 July 2013. These flights were carefully selected to provide measurements of air masses from dust active sources based on the analysis of satellite images and backward trajectories, as described in Sect. 2.4.
The ATR-42 aircraft performed research flights in the area between 35-43 • N and −4-13 • E, covering the western Mediterranean region, to probe the Saharan dust properties in a range of varying transport pathways and source regions. The flight tracks are shown in Fig. 1 and a summary of flight information is provided in Table 1 .
The airborne missions were planned using four different dust plume forecast models (MACC ALADIN-Dust, SK-IRON and BSC-DREAM8b v2.0) and satellite images from the Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SE-VIRI) radiometer on the Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) satellite, all available in real time from the ChArMEx Operating Center (http://choc.sedoo.fr/) during the campaign. A general weather forecast was made daily by the French school of meteorology (ENM), at Météo-France in Toulouse.
The general flight strategy consisted of two main parts. First, profiles from 300 m up to 6 km above sea level (a.s.l.) were conducted by performing a spiral trajectory 10-20 km wide to sound the vertical structure of the atmosphere and identify interesting dust layers. Afterwards, the identified dust layers were probed by straight levelled runs (SLRs), where the aircraft flew at fixed altitudes, to provide information on dust spatial variability and properties. Horizontal flight legs in the dust layers lasted 20-40 min to allow aerosol collection on filters for chemical analyses in the laboratory. At the typical aircraft cruise speed of 100 m s −1 , samples had spatial resolution ranging from 121 to 242 km. 
Instrumentation
The ATR-42 basic instrumentation provides meteorological parameters including temperature, dew point temperature, pressure, turbulence, relative humidity, wind speed, direction, CO and O 3 concentrations (Saïd et al., 2010) . Only instruments relevant to microphysical properties, chemical composition and optical properties of aerosols are detailed in Table 2 .
Aerosol concentration and size distribution
The total number concentration of particles larger than 5 nm in diameter was measured using a butanol-based condensation nucleus counter (CPC, TSI model 3075) corrected for coincidences.
The particle number size distribution was measured over the largest possible size spectrum by combining optical and electrical mobility techniques. The number size distribution in the submicron range was measured with an in-cabin scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) and a wing-mounted ultra-high sensitivity aerosol spectrometer (UHSAS, Droplet Measurement Technologies). The SMPS consisted of a differential mobility analyzer (DMA, Villani et al., 2007) interfaced to a condensation particle counter (CPC, TSI model 3010). A closed-loop recirculation was used for the sheath flow of the DMA. The SMPS system provided the number size distribution of the electrical mobility diameter from the 30-400 nm in 135 nominal size classes (i.e. size classes provided by the instrument not corrected for the dynamic shape factor) over time scans lasting 120 s. Therefore, only data acquired during SLRs are considered. Data were processed by taking into account the particle electrical charging probabilities, the CPC counting efficiencies, the DMA transfer functions and the diffusion losses in the SMPS and CPC systems. The UHSAS is an optical-scattering laser-based aerosol spectrometer, providing the number size distribution of the optical equivalent diameter from 0.04 to 1 µm in 99 nominal size classes at a time resolution of 1 s. The spectrometer integrates light scattering between 22 and 158 • at 1054 nm. Due to reduced counting efficiency at size larger than 0.9 µm, only data at lower sizes are considered in this paper. The uncertainties on the particle diameter were estimated to be 5 and 10 % for the SMPS and UHSAS respectively (Wiedensohler et al., 2012; Cai et al., 2008) . The number size distribution in the supermicron range was measured by the combination of two different optical particle counters (OPCs). A wing-mounted forward scattering spectrometer probe (FSSP, Particle Measuring System, model 300) measured the optical size distribution in the nominal size range of 0.28 to 20 µm (Baumgardner et al., 1992 
Aerosol chemical composition
Bulk aerosol samples were collected on board by filtration through two stainless-steel filter units mounted in parallel. Sampling was performed only during constant altitude sequences lasting more than 25 min in order to guarantee sufficient mass loading of the filter samples. After exposure, samples were stored and transported at −20 • C to avoid later modification. Once in the laboratory, samples collected on 42 mm diameter polycarbonate membranes (nominal pore size 0.4 µm Nuclepore, Whatman) were cut in halves that were analysed to yield both the elemental and ionic composition. Concentrations of elements from Na to Pb were measured by wavelength-dispersive X-ray fluorescence using a PW-2404 spectrometer (Panalytical). Details of the analytical protocols are provided by Formenti et al. (2008) . The concentration of water-soluble ions were determined by ion chromatography (IC) with a Metrohm IC 850 device equipped with an injection loop of 100 µL. For anionic species, IC has been equipped with Metrosep A Supp 16 (250/4.0 mm) column associated with a Metrosep A Supp 16 guard pre-column heated at 65 • C. For simultaneous separation of inorganic and short-chain organic anions, elution has been realized with eluant composed at 20 % by ultrapure water and at 80 % by a solution 7.5 mM Na 2 CO 3 and 0.75 mM NaOH. The elution flow rate was 0.8 mL min −1 . For cationic species, IC has been equipped with a Metrosep C4 (250/4.0 mm) column associated with a Metrosep C4 guard column heated at 30 • C. Elution has been realized with an eluant composed with 0.7 mM of dipicolinic acid and 1.7 mM of nitric acid. The elution flow rate was 1 mL min −1 . The mass concentration of refractory black carbon particles (rBC) was measured using a single particle soot photometer (SP2, DMT). The SP2 uses a continuous intra-cavity Nd:YAG laser at the wavelength of 1064 nm to heat rBCcontaining particles to their vaporization point. Single particle rBC mass was derived from the peak intensity of the thermal radiation emitted by the incandescent rBC detected by the SP2. This method allows the quantification with 100 % efficiency of rBC mass in single particles with mass equivalent diameters between 80 and 500 nm (Moteki and Kondo, 2010) . The total rBC mass loading was reported as the sum of all the detected single particle rBC masses. Prior to the measurement field campaign, the SP2 was calibrated using fullerene soot particles, which have been shown to give similar SP2 response as ambient rBC (Moteki and Kondo, 2010; Baumgardner et al., 2012; Laborde et al., 2012) .
Aerosol scattering and extinction coefficients
The particle scattering coefficient (σ scat ) was measured at three wavelengths (450, 550 and 700 nm) with an integrating nephelometer (TSI, model 3563), which integrates light scattered by particles at scattering angle between 7 and 170 • relative to the incident and scattered radiation. The instrument operated at a volumetric flow rate of 30 L min −1 and the data were acquired at 1 s time resolution. The instrument was calibrated with free-particle air and high-purity CO 2 prior to and after the campaign. Uncertainty in σ scat measured with the nephelometer is estimated to be 5 % (Muller et al., 2011a) . Measured values were corrected for the angular truncation error in the nephelometer measurements at angles smaller than 7 • and greater than 170 • as described in Sect. 2.3.2. The particle extinction coefficient (σ ext ) was measured with a cavity attenuated phase shift particle light extinction monitor (CAPS-PMex, Aerodyne Research) operated at the wavelength of 530 nm. The instrument relies on measuring the average time spent by the light within the sample cell that has an optical path length of 1-2 km. The sampling volumetric flow rate was 0.85 L min −1 and data were processed with a time resolution of 1 s. Uncertainty in σ ext measured with the CAPS is estimated to be 3 % (Massoli et al., 2010) . used in climate models for calculating the direct and semidirect aerosol radiative effects.
Aerosol data analysis
-The complex refractive index n defined as n r -in i , where n r and n i are the real and imaginary part representing the particle scattering and absorption properties respectively.
-The single scattering albedo ω 0 (unitless) representing the balance between the scattering and the absorbing properties and defined as
where σ scat is the aerosol scattering coefficient (expressed in Mm −1 = 10 −6 m −1 ), σ ext the aerosol extinction coefficient (Mm −1 ) and λ the wavelength (nm).
-The asymmetry parameter g (unitless) describing the angular distribution of the scattered radiation and defined as
where P ( , λ, λ) is the scattering phase function and is the scattering angle.
-The mass extinction efficiency k ext (m 2 g −1 ) representing the total light extinction per unit mass concentration of aerosol and calculated as
where C m is the aerosol mass concentration (µg m −3 ).
In this study, we have decided to neglect the non-sphericity of mineral dust since the sphere model has been shown to produce negligible errors when computing radiative fluxes and flux related quantities, i.e. aerosol optical depth (AOD), ω 0 and g (Mishchenko et al., 1995) . Because we only investigate angular-integrated properties and for sake of comparison with the large majority of field data published so far, in this paper we only perform calculations in the spherical approximation.
Assessment of aerosol size distributions
The particle size distribution was derived from the SMPS, UHSAS, GRIMM and FSSP-300. For size distributions measured by SMPS, the electrical mobility D m and the geometric particle diameters D g are related by the dynamic shape factor (DeCarlo et al., 2004) : The dynamic shape factor χ depends on the shape of the particles (Hinds, 1999) . In this study, we have decided to neglect the non-sphericity of mineral dust to maintain retrieval conditions similar to those of previous literature studies on dust in the source region. Henceforth, χ was set to unity.
Optical sizing instruments (i.e. UHSAS, GRIMM, FSSP-300) measure the amount of light scattered by a single particle and convert this into a geometric particle size. This conversion depends on the complex refractive index of the aerosol, as well as on the optical geometry and the laser wavelength of the instrument. The correction procedure used the Mie scattering theory for homogeneous spheres with known complex refractive index (Bohren and Huffman, 1983) .
As discussed by Reid et al. (2003) , the conversion of scattered light into particle size can lead to ambiguity in the sizing of the coarse mode diameters. If the light intensity response of the optical sizing instruments is non-unique it can lead to oversizing of larger particles. This happens mostly for forward scattering probes, such as the FSSP-300, as demonstrated in Fig. S1 in the Supplement showing a flattening in the scattering cross section curves integrated over the FSSP-300 scattering angle range (3-15 • ) between 2 and 10 µm diameter. For the GRIMM 1.129 scattering angles (30-150 • ), the scattering cross section is unique with size, except between 1.5 and 2 µm where an inflection point can be seen. During ADRIMED, systematic differences in the size distributions measured by the FSSP-300 and the GRIMM were observed around 2 µm. Given the response curves in Fig. S1 , data between 2-10 µm and 1.5-2 µm diameter from the FSSP-300 and the GRIMM respectively were not considered in this paper. Figure 3 presents an example of size distributions measured in a dust plume by the different instruments. As will be discussed below, the value of n = 1.53−0.004i at 530 nm Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 1081-1104, 2016 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/1081/2016/ was the most appropriate to restitute both scattering and extinction coefficient and therefore we present results using this value in Fig. 3 . Overall, the comparison between different instruments shows good consistency, giving credence to the measurements and the choice of refractive index and dynamic shape factor. The resulting number and volume size distributions were parameterized by fitting four log-normal distributions, as
where each mode i is characterized by the integrated number concentration N tot , i, the geometric median diameter D p,g,i and the geometric standard deviation σ i (i.e. Fig. 3 ).
To provide a synthetic representation of the particle number size distributions, the effective particle D eff was calculated as
D eff has been estimated separately on the fine and coarse fractions in the size ranges 0.053-1 µm (referred to as D eff,f thereafter) and 1-20 µm (referred to as D eff,c ) respectively.
Assessment of aerosol optical properties
An iterative procedure was used to derive n, ω 0 , g and k ext at 530 nm and correct σ scat for the angular truncation error (i.e. Fig. 2 ). The parameterized size distributions were used as input for the Mie scattering calculations (Bohren and Huffman, 1983) , which were done by varying stepwise the real part of the complex refractive index n r from 1.33 to 1.60 and the imaginary part of the complex refractive index n i from 0.000 to 0.020. n was assumed to be constant with particle size and have thus to be regarded as an effective value for the entire particle population. σ scat was adjusted to the CAPS operation wavelength of 530 nm by using the following equation:
where Å represents the spectral dependence of the scattering coefficient and λ 1 and λ 2 are the wavelength intervals. Å is often used as a qualitative indicator of aerosol particle size or fine mode fraction (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998) . Typically, it is lower than ∼ 0.5 for aerosols dominated by coarse particles, such as mineral dust or sea salt, but it is higher than 1 for fine particles, such as pollution particles or biomass burning. The calculated values of σ scat (530 nm) and σ ext (530 nm) were compared to that measured by the nephelometer and the CAPS, and values having the closest agreement within the measurement error bars were chosen as the best estimate. The in-aircraft aerosol instruments sampled through isokinetic and isoaxial aerosol inlets. The nephelometer and GRIMM were set up behind the AVIRAD inlet, while the CAPS, SMPS and SP2 were set up behind the Community Aerosol Inlet (CAI). Particle loss can occur both as a result of the inlet aspiration efficiency and the transport losses in the pipework between the inlet and the instruments. The cut-off diameter, at which the passing efficiency of the inlet equals 50 %, was determined by a set of wind-tunnel experiments (unpublished data). The passing efficiency was determined as the ratio of the particle number concentration measured by GRIMM optical counters behind the sampling lines of the AVIRAD and CAI inlets to the particle number concentration measured in the main flow of the wing tunnel where the air speed was 93 m s −1 as the cruise speed of the ATR-42. Monodisperse polystyrene latex spheres of 0.6, 1.2, 4.6, 7.9 and 11 µm diameter (Duke Scientifics, Thermo Sci.) and polystyrene divinylbenzene spheres of diameter varying between 1 and 35 µm in diameter (also purchased from Duke Scientifics) were first diluted and then put in a reservoir connected to a peristaltic pump. The pump tubing was connected to a pneumatic spinning disk (SPIDI) in order to spray a large amount of droplets from the solution, some droplets having a particle incorporated. An air mover was mounted beneath the SPIDI and thus the droplets were rapidly evaporated. The particle size-dependent passing efficiency of the AVIRAD and CAI sampling inlets shown in Fig. S2 indicates that the cut-off diameter value, expressed as optical equivalent, is 12 µm for the AVIRAD inlet and 5 µm for the CAI.
To assess the impact of the inlets sampling efficiency on the measured optical properties, Mie scattering calculations were performed to estimate n r , n i , ω 0 , g and k ext using either the full size distribution or the size distribution measured behind the aircraft inlets. For ω 0 , g and k ext , we considered a fixed refractive index of 1.52 − 0.003i, reflective of the values observed for Saharan dust in the source region Formenti et al., 2011a; Ryder et al., 2013a) . The discrepancies between ω 0 , g and k ext , including or not larger particle sizes, were used to estimate the errors associated with the inlets sampling efficiency. For n r and n i , we estimated the difference between n derived from the iterative procedure described above (i.e. Fig. 2 ) using the full size distribution as input parameter and that obtained from the size distribution measured behind the aircraft inlets. The absolute errors associated with ω 0 , g and k ext due to the passing efficiencies of the inlets were estimated to be 0.02, 0.002, 0.04, 0.05 and 0.08 respectively, which is in the range covered by www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/1081/2016/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 1081-1104, 2016
the measurements uncertainties of both optical parameters and size distributions.
Ancillary products
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF; Skamarock et al., 2008) simulations were performed to investigate the meteorological conditions and the turbulence within the dust layers. The WRF model is operational at the Department of Physics of the University of Genoa, Italy, in a three-domain configuration. In particular, the simulations on the parent domain, covering the entire Mediterranean basin with a horizontal grid spacing of 10 km, have been considered for the present paper. Initial and boundary conditions were generated from the operational global model GFS (Environmental Modeling Center, 2003) outputs (0.5 × 0.5 square degree). More details about the modelling chain and the model setup are given in Bove et al. (2014) , Cassola et al. (2015) and Mentaschi et al. (2015) . As a complement, synoptic conditions and sea level pressure composite anomalies over the Mediterranean basin during the campaign were analysed using reanalysis data sets, such as the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996) and the NCEP Climate Forecast System (CFS) reanalysis (Saha et al., 2010) .
Source regions and atmospheric transport times of the dust plumes were determined through the combination of satellite products and backward trajectory analysis. The potential source regions active during the observational period were identified using the images from SEVIRI on board the MSG satellite. The NOAA HYbrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory Model (HYSPLIT, http://www.arl.noaa. gov/HYSPLIT.php) using the Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) meteorological input was used to calculate whether an air mass sampled by the aircraft could have originated from one of the identified active dust sources. Backward trajectories were initialized using the time and the location when the aircraft intercepted the air mass and were extended for up to 5 days prior the measurement. Backward trajectory calculations were performed at the beginning, middle and end of each SLR to check the origin and transport pathway of the air masses sampled by the aircraft through the measurements. We then operationally define the dust age as the time elapsed since the calculated air mass trajectory leave the ground where an active source was detected and up to the time of sampling by the aircraft.
Results
Identification of the dust source region and transport pathway
During the ChArMEx/ADRIMED campaign, the synoptic situation was characterized by a "dipolar" sea level pressure anomaly pattern, with positive anomalies in the western Mediterranean and negative ones in the eastern part of the basin, as illustrated in Fig. 4 (left panel). While this situation induced stronger and more frequent than normal northwesterly winds over the Sardinia and Sicily channels, the average conditions at mid-atmospheric levels during the campaign were closer to climatological ones (Fig. 4, right panel) . Moulin et al. (1998) have documented the frequency of dust episodes across the Mediterranean Sea, summer occurrences are quite frequent. The synoptic conditions during each of the nine flights described in Fig. 1 and Table 1 are summarized in Figs. S3 and S4 in the Supplement, where sea level pressure and 500 hPa geopotential height are shown. A low-pressure system can be found over the Atlantic on 16 June, moving towards the Iberian Peninsula, while a subtropical ridge extends from North Africa to central Mediterranean. This situation induced a strong south-southwesterly flow, firstly towards southern Iberia and western Mediterranean (16-17 June), then extending eastwards and reaching Corsica on the subsequent days, favouring dust transport from the Saharan region. This is quite evident from Fig. S5 , showing 700 hPa wind and relative humidity maps from the WRF model. Figure 1 shows the likely sources regions for dust sampled during the flights, identified from HYSPLIT simulation and MSG-SEVIRI satellite products. Mineral dust were most likely uplifted from southern Morocco and southern Algeria and were sampled during flights F29, F30, F31 and F32 after 3.5-4.5 days of transport.
On 19-20 June the remnants of the aforementioned low are still visible as an upper-level trough over the western Mediterranean (Fig. S5) , triggering meridional transport at higher levels from North Algeria/Tunisia towards the Sardinia and Sicily channels. This is confirmed by backward trajectory and satellite product analyses showing that the dust sampled during the flight F33-34 travelled 1 to 5 days from North Algeria/Tunisia before its sampling (not shown). On 28 June during flight F38, an upper-level low is found over the Alps and central Europe, inducing a westerly flow from Tunisia where mineral dust were most likely uplifted towards Sicily at 700 hPa (Fig. S6) , while the surface high pressure over eastern Atlantic and Iberia is associated with northwesterly winds at lower levels throughout most of the central Mediterranean. Finally, the situation during the last flight F42 (3 July) was characterized by a modest depression over Iberia, while the Azores anticyclone extended towards the Mediterranean. As a consequence, upper-level winds were mainly southwesterly over North Africa, veering to westerly or northwesterly over the Sardinia and Sicily channels, thus contributing to dust transport in the area. We estimate that mineral dust originating from South Morocco and Tunisia was transported for 3.5 days before sampling.
The identification of the dust source regions was confirmed by the measurements of the elemental composition. Overall, Si / Al ranged between 2.4 and 2. Figure 5 shows the vertical profiles of the aerosol scattering coefficient σ scat at λ = 450, 550 and 700 nm, the total particle number concentration in the submicron (N fine ; 5 nm < D p < 1 µm) and the supermicron (N coarse ; D p > 1 µm) size ranges, and the vertical distribution of the scattering Angstrom exponent Å calculated between 450 and 770 nm. The top height of the boundary layer (Z b ) and the wind shear level (Z s ) are also indicated in Fig. 5 by a solid and a dashed line respectively. All the vertical profiles were characterized by a weak and positive gradient of the potential temperature, characteristic of a stratified atmosphere (Fig. S7) . The top height of the boundary layer was identified as the height at which the temperature profile showed the highest discontinuity and the water vapour mixing ratio decreased the most rapidly. The shear level was determined from the sudden increase in wind speed and change in wind direction (Fig. S7) . Mineral dust was observed above the boundary layer in layers extending from 1 km to more than 6 km a.s.l. (Fig. 5) . The presence of mineral dust within the boundary layer was attested neither by chemical analyses nor with the backtrajectories analyses, which revealed that in the 5 days prior sampling, low-level air masses originated from the European continent or recirculated within Mediterranean basin. The transport of mineral dust in the free troposphere up to 9 km in altitude is a common observation in the Mediterranean region, as previously reported by lidar measurements (Gobbi et al., 2000; Dulac and Chazette, 2003; Mona et al., 2006; Di Iorio et al., 2009; Gómez-Amo et al., 2011) . Such high altitudes may be linked to the strong vertical convective processes over the dust source regions, which lift dust particles at high atmospheric levels (Flamant et al., 2007; Papayannis et al., 2008; Cuesta et al., 2009) .
Vertical distribution of mineral dust
The dust vertical structures showed an important variability. Complex and stratified structures were observed depending on the position of Z b and Z s . During the campaign, the wind shear level was equal to or higher than the top of the boundary layer.
When Z b and Z s coincided (F30, F31, F32, F38), the dust vertical structure was characterized by a single and rather homogeneous layer. It is noteworthy that apparently similar thermodynamical situations displayed a different spectral dependence of the scattering coefficient, as for example is the case above the boundary layer for flights F32 (Å ∼ 0.3) and F38 (Å ∼ 0.9), pointing out differences in the particle type. The values of Å observed during the flight F38 were higher than the values of ∼ 0.5 reported for Saharan dust in source region (McConnell et al., 2008a; Muller et al., 2011b) but lower than values of Å > 1 reported for air masses dominated by pollution aerosols in the western Mediterranean basin (Di . It is reasonable to suppose that the profile F38 reflects a situation where desert dust was mixed with pollution particles. This is confirmed by the 5-day backward trajectories (Fig. 6a) , which indicate an air parcel coming from Europe and travelling at least 3 days above the Mediterranean Sea within the boundary level before its uplift over Tunisia.
When Z s was higher than Z b (F33, F34, F35), mineral dust was found in two distinct layers below and above 3 km a.s.l. The 5-day backward trajectories suggest that these dust layers originated from different dust source regions ( Fig. 1 and Table 1 ). An example is given by the flight F35 (Fig. 6b) for which the above-3 km dust layer originated from central 3.5 days, whereas the below-3 km dust layer was transported from the southeastern Morocco-southwestern Algeria border region by a westerly flow within 3 days. Similar structure with multilayering of the Saharan dust corresponding to air masses from different dust source regions was previously observed by lidar measurements in the Mediterranean region (Hamonou et al., 1999; Guerrero-Rascado et al., 2008) . Regardless of the thermodynamical structure of the atmosphere, the aerosol vertical profiles revealed a clear vertical variability of the contribution of fine mode particles in the dust layers. The values of N fine and Å were generally below 1000 no. cm −3 and 0.5 respectively in dust layers above 3 km a.s.l. In contrast, N fine and Å were up to 4000 no. cm −3 and 2.2 respectively in the dust layers below 3 km altitude (Fig. 5 ). These observations suggest that either the dust plumes carried more fine particles during transport below 3 km altitude or dust particles in the fine mode exhibited a vertical gradient.
Size distribution of the dust plumes
Particle number size distributions classified as a function of altitude are shown in Fig. 7 . Table 3 characteristics of the parameterized four-modal number size distributions. In the fine mode particle size range, the size distributions showed three modes around 80, 120 and 320 nm (Fig. 7a) . For particles smaller than 300 nm, the shapes of the size distributions in the dust layer and in the boundary layer were quite similar. As particles in this size range mostly reflect anthropogenic influences from near or distant sources (Birmili et al., 2010) , this indicates that the pollution plumes from the surface were exported above the boundary layer and mixed with the dust layers. The particle size distributions in the dust layers above 3 km followed a similar pattern as in the dust layers below 3 km but number concentrations 2 times smaller were observed for the modes at 80 and 120 nm, suggesting that the concentration of pollution particles varied with the altitude. For particles between 300 nm and 1 µm, the particle size distributions were reasonably constant for dust layers at various altitudes. Gomes et al. (1990) found dust particles as small as 300 nm diameter in Algeria, which was also confirmed by Kaaden et al. (2008) and Kandler et al. (2009) in Morocco. The decrease of N fine with altitude (i.e. Fig. 5 ) was therefore most likely due to the larger concentration of sub-300 nm pollution particles transported in the dust plumes below 3 km altitude. The fact that an identical median diameter D p,g was used to parameterize the number size distributions in the fine mode for below-and above-3 km layers (Table 3) and the prevalence of a sub-300 nm particles in the below-3 km dust layer (Fig. 7a ) might also reflect that the mixing between the pollution and the dust plumes was mostly external in the fine mode.
In the coarse mode, a modal diameter of the number size distribution between 1.3 and 2.0 µm was observed indiscriminate of dust altitude. This indicates that the dust layers transported over the Mediterranean basin were well mixed vertically in terms of coarse particle population, as previously observed by Weinzierl et al. (2011) for mineral dust after short-range transport over the eastern Atlantic Ocean. Conversely, the number concentration of large dust particles decreased with increasing altitude for freshly uplifted Saharan dust Ryder et al., 2013a) . There is some evidence suggesting that the good vertical mixing of the dust plumes occurs during the first day following the dust uplifted (Ryder et al., 2013b) . Turbulent fluxes within the dust layer might be responsible for the vertical distribution of the dust aerosols becoming more homogeneous in terms of coarse mode particles as the dust ages (Rosenberg et al., 2014) . Particles in the coarse mode showed a large flightto-flight variability with number concentrations varying by more than 1 order of magnitude. This is quite evident in Fig. 7b showing the conversion of number size distributions into volume size distributions. This variation in concentration might reflect the wide range of dust event encountered during the campaign in terms of source regions, time of transport and meteorological conditions.
The spread of volume size distributions obtained during ADRIMED overlaps with those measured during other airborne campaigns close to dust source regions (AMMA, FENNEC and SAMUM-1) in the coarse mode size range (Fig. 7c) . Effective diameters of the coarse mode D eff,c (i.e. estimated in the size 1-20 µm as defined in Eq. 7) ranged from 3.8 to 14.2 µm during ADRIMED, which is in the range of magnitude of the mean values of 3.8, 8.8 and 7.4 µm obtained during AMMA, FENNEC and SAMUM-1 respectively (Formenti et al., 2011b; Ryder et al. 2013a; Weinzierl et al., 2011) . Balloon-borne observations during ADRIMED also showed the presence of large particles of more than 15 µm in diameter inside dust plumes transported over the Mediterranean basin . Contrastingly, fewer particles larger than 10 µm were counted after shortrange transport over the eastern Atlantic Ocean in the Cape Verde region during SAMUM-2 with respect to the other campaigns. D eff,c around 3.2 µm was found in the dust layers during SAMUM-2 (Weinzierl et al., 2011) . Figure 8a -b show the vertical distribution of the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index n. Within the dust plumes, n ranged from 1.50 to 1.55 for the real part and remained below 0.005 for the imaginary part. Since n is related to the aerosol chemical composition (Liu and Daum, 2008) , it is expected to be influenced by the mixing rate of the dust plume with pollution particles. We thus plotted the values of n as a function of Å. Besides not displaying significant variation with the altitude, the values of n did not show any dependence on Å. The results obtained during ADRIMED have been compared in Fig. 8 with data in the literature for Saharan dust in or near sources. For both the real and imaginary parts, our estimates of n fall within the range of variability (1.51-1.57 and 0.0001-0.0046 for the real and the imaginary parts respectively) documented in source regions Formenti et al., 2011a; Ryder et al., 2013b) . This In panel (c) , the mean (dark line), minimum and maximum normalized size distributions (grey shading) observed above 1.5 km during the ChArMEx/ADRIMED campaign are compared with those observed in the source region during the airborne campaigns AMMA (red line, Formenti et al., 2011a) , FENNEC (blue line; Ryder et al., 2013b) and SAMUM-1 (dark green line; Weinzierl et al., 2009) , as well as with measurements at Cape Verde region during SAMUM-2 campaign (light green line; Weinzierl et al., 2011) . The AMMA curve (Formenti et al., 2011 ) is curtailed to 0.3 µm since there was no measurement below this size during the campaign. variability was attributed to the variability of the mineralogical composition of dust originating from diverse source regions Petzold et al., 2009) . Our data do not show any clear dependence of n on dust source region either (not shown), which is consistent with the limited regional variability of the dust optical properties found 1-2 days after emissions in Africa by Formenti et al. (2014) from aircraft measurements. This is probably a consequence of the mixing of dust plumes from various active sources occurring during transport shortly after emission. A number of uncertainties in our identification of dust source region are associated with the employed methodology. The trajectory error associated with calculation of back trajectories from HYSPLIT reaches 15-30 % of the travel distance (Draxler and Rolph, 2015) . Another potential source of uncertainty is the difficulty in discriminating the satellite aerosol signals from the surface reflectance using MSG-SEVIRI observations, especially over bright surfaces (Kutuzov et al., 2013) . Moreover, even if the origin of the air masses was checked at the beginning, middle and end of each SLR, a larger number of sources could potentially contribute to a given aircraft sample that covers at least 120 km because of the aircraft's movements during SLR sampling.
Optical properties of the dust plumes
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 1081-1104, 2016 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/1081/2016/ Table 3 . Parameters (geometric median diameter D p,g,i in µm, geometric standard deviation σ i and integrated number concentration N tot , i in no. cm −3 ) of the four log-normal modes i used to parameterize the number size distributions obtained at the different altitudes. The mean, minimum and maximum of all parameters are listed.
Above-3 km mean 0.08 The vertical distribution of intensive optical properties relevant to radiative transfer (i.e. single scattering albedo ω 0 , asymmetry parameter g and extinction mass efficiency k ext ) are shown in Fig. 8c-e and Table 4 . Estimates of ω 0 , g and k ext fall within the range 0.90-1.00, 0.6-0.8 and 0.2-0.7 m 2 g −1 respectively. Overall, there is no clear dependence on the altitude. Only slightly low values of g (from ∼ 0.7 to ∼ 0.8) and k ext (from ∼ 0.2 to ∼ 0.7 m 2 g −1 ) were observed for some dust layers below 3 km a.s.l. As n was found to be constant with the altitude (i.e. Fig. 8a-b) , these variations in g and k ext were probably due to the variability in particles size distributions, which is consistent with the larger fraction of fine particles found in the below-3 km dust layers (i.e. Fig. 7a ). Values of ω 0 , g and k ext remained, however, within the range of values reported in source regions by ), Formenti et al. (2011a and Ryder et al. (2013b) . Despite the fact that dust plumes carried pollution particles during their long-range transport in the Mediterranean region, the dust optical properties appeared to be unaffected by this mixing.
In the Mediterranean region, previous estimates of ω 0 for dust particles were obtained from remote-sensing techniques. Mallet et al. (2013) reported from multi-year ground-based AERONET observations a column-averaged ω 0 of 0.92-0.95 between 440 and 880 nm for various sites over the Mediterranean under the influence of dust aerosols. Using a similar approach, Di Biagio et al. (2009) reported lower column-averaged ω 0 values during dust transport events when boundary-layer air masses are transported from central Europe, probably rich in absorbing particles from urban/industrial European areas. Values as low as 0.88 at 530 nm were also determined by Sicard et al. (2012) during a case study of a dust plume transported over Barcelona and accompanied by a biomass-burning outbreak. Recently, Valenzuela et al. (2014) presented 8 months of dust optical properties over the Alborán Island from sun photometer measurements for dust plumes originating from northwestern Africa and passing over several urban/industrial areas along the coast of Morocco and from northeastern Africa and travelling over the Mediterranean Sea. No significant changes in column-averaged ω 0 were reported for the different air masses, which indicates that the influence of anthropogenic fine particles originating from the urban/industrial areas in the north of Africa during desert dust outbreaks was negligible. Overall, these contrasting results highlight the major role of the transport conditions (height, air mass encountered) of the dust plumes in governing the mixing processes of mineral dust with other aerosol species.
Discussion
On the role of transport conditions in the mixing of pollution particles with mineral dust
In this section, we investigate the transport conditions of the dust layers expected to influence the mixing of mineral dust with pollution particles. As previously mentioned, the highest concentrations of pollution particles were detected in the below-3 km dust layers. We further investigate this result by examining the variations of D eff,f and D eff,c with the altitude of the dust plumes. We assume that changes in D eff,f reflected different fractions of externally mixed pollution particles smaller than 300 nm in the dust plumes, as discussed in Sect. 3.3. In Fig. 9a , a sharp transition in the proportion of fine particles can be seen in D eff,f at 3 km a.s.l. with a greater proportion of pollution particles found in the lower 3 km of the atmosphere. The observation of pollution particles at altitudes up to 3 km during ADRIMED is compatible with the average height of pollution layers observed in the western Mediterranean basin Mallet et al., 2005; Junkermann et al., 2009; Di Biagio et al., 2015) . Hence, the vertical extent of pollution particles might explain the fact that the below-3 km dust plumes were more affected by fine particles than the above-3 km dust layer. impacted by the presence of pollution particles in case of an internal mixing between pollution particles and mineral dust, which should somewhat increase the mean particle size. During ADRIMED, D eff,c of the dust plume did not show any systematic dependence on altitude (Fig. 9b) . This finding must, however, be interpreted with some caution since D eff,c was affected by the large uncertainties in FSSP-300 and GRIMM sizing (i.e. Sect. 2.2.1.) that might hide the detection of the effect on particle size of an aggregation of small pollution articles onto mineral dust particles. The mixing extent of pollution particles in dust layers is also expected to depend on the transport time of the plumes. Figure 10 shows D eff,f against the estimated age of the dust air mass and divided according to the height of transport of the dust plumes. From these measurements, we do not find any significant trend in the dust mixing rate with transport time in both below-and above-3 km layers. This result is not surprising for the above-3 km dust layers since we found that the interaction of dust plumes with pollution particles was limited when they were transported above 3 km a.s.l. For dust plumes below 3 km a.s.l., their transport time was at least 3 days before sampling during ADRIMED. Afterwards the time spent by dust over pollution regions appeared to have no more effect on the mixing extent of pollution particles. The constant D eff,f values observed within the below-3 km dust plumes and the boundary layer (Fig. 9a) suggests also that the vertical transport and mixing of pollution particles within dust plumes were already completed at the time of sampling. Note that the below-3 km dust layers reached the Mediterranean coasts affected by urban/industrial emissions after having undergone around 2 days of transport. Hence, the pollution mixing rate appears to be a relatively rapid process more likely driven by the height of transport of the dust layers.
Contribution of pollution particles to the absorption properties of the dust plumes
We evaluated the effect of the contribution of pollution particles to the absorption properties of the dust layers by calculating ω 0 from the mass concentration of the main anthropogenic compounds. Table 5 shows the mass concentration of major elements, ionic species and rBC measured in the dust plumes. The dust mass concentration estimated from the measured Al using the mean Al mass fraction in the crustal composition of 7.09 % (Guieu et al., 2002) is also shown. In all samples, silicates were the most abundant type of dust particles, as expected from previous chemical analysis of dust in North Africa (Scheuvens et al., 2013; Formenti et al., 2014) . The presence of pollution particles within the dust plumes is confirmed by the detection of SO , in ng m −3 ), black carbon (in ng m −3 ), mineral dust (in µg m −3 ) and integrated fine mode of particles (in no. cm −3 ) during the ChArMEx/ADRIMED airborne campaign. Dash indicates that the species concentration was lower than the detection limit. The dust mass concentration was estimated from the measured Al using the mean Al mass fraction in the crustal composition of 7.09 % (Guieu et al., 2002) . A comparison of the aerosol single scattering albedos ω 0 measured by the nephelometer and CAPS with those estimated from chemical measurements is also shown. The absolute error associated with ω 0 obtained from measurements is 0.04. (Ripoll et al., 2015) with the largest concentration of 2.5 µg m −3 found over Corsica during the flight F34. The positive correlation between the concentration of SO 2− 4 and N fine indicates the presence of externally mixed sulfate-containing particles in the fine mode particles, such as ammonium sulfate particles. SO 2− 4 / NH + 4 ratios being higher than unity, the presence of SO 2− 4 in the dust layers can also either be due to nucleation of sulfuric acid in polluted plumes or to sulfate formation at the surface of preexistent particles by uptake of gaseous sulfur dioxide or by coagulation of sulfate particles (Ullerstam et al., 2002; Korhonen et al., 2003; Sullivan et al., 2009) .
Concentrations of rBC ranged from 0.04 to 0.13 µg m −3 . Although these values are much lower than concentrations measured in areas of high industrial or traffic density (Liu et al., 2014; Mantas et al., 2014) , they are in agreement with concentrations found in continental and background areas of the western Mediterranean (Ripoll et al., 2015) . Except in the case of large forest fires, rBC concentrations are generally low on average in summertime due to the absence of the major sources of emission, such as domestic wood burning (Tsyro et al., 2007) .
Calculations of ω 0 from the aerosol chemical composition were performed assuming that dust was externally mixed with rBC and sulfate. Indeed, prevalence of an external mixing between dust particles and rBC has been observed from long-term measurements in the western Mediterranean basin (Ripoll et al., 2015) . Moreover, coating of sulfate on mineral dust has been shown to have no significant effect on dust optical properties (Bauer et al., 2007) . Calculations of ω 0 at 530 nm were performed as follows:
We used mean mass absorption and extinction efficiencies (i.e. the total light absorption or extinction per unit mass of aerosol, referred as k abs and k ext ) of 0.02 and 0.64 m 2 g −1 for dust (Hess et al., 1998) , 7.5 and 9.4 m 2 g −1 for rBC (Bond and Bergstrom, 2006) and 0 and 5.0 m 2 g −1 for sulfate (Charlson et al., 1992) . As shown in Table 5 , ω 0 obtained from this calculation ranged from 0.93 to 0.97, which falls within the range of values obtained from measurements (0.92-0.99). For comparison, we estimate that ω 0 for pure mineral dust was 0.97. This simple approach confirms the small influence of pollution particles on the optical properties of the dust plumes over the western Mediterranean region.
The ChArMEx/ADRIMED field campaign was characterized by moderate AOD with averaged values ranging between 0.1 and 0.6 at 440 nm as observed by AERONET/PHOTONS sun photometers (see Fig. 19 of Mallet et al., 2015) . Outside of dust events, the AOD displayed values from 0.1 to 0.2 (440 nm), while it reached values up to 0.8 under dusty conditions. Although higher AOD values have already been observed in the Mediterranean region during intense pollution or biomass-burning events (Pace et al., 2005; Alados-Arbodelas et al., 2011) , values obtained during ADRIMED are typical of those observed in summertime . This observation is also supported by the mass concentration of the main anthropogenic compounds that reached typical values for the region, as discussed previously. Our result on the moderate absorption properties of the dust plumes is thus likely relevant to dust events in the western Mediterranean in the absence of intense pollution or biomass-burning emissions and can be used for constraining modelling studies and satellite retrievals that make assumption on dust optical properties.
We compared our measurements on dust absorption properties with values published in the OPAC aerosol database that is widely used by modelling and remote-sensing communities. The result of this comparison indicates an overestimation of dust absorption properties in the OPAC database. The n i value achieved in the OPAC database (n i = 0.006-0.008 at 550-500 nm respectively) are high compared to values observed for Saharan mineral dust in source region and over the Mediterranean during ADRIMED (n i between 0.000 and 0.005 at 530 nm). This finding is in line with previous studies showing disagreements in dust absorption between satellite retrievals and modelling studies that has been solved by decreasing the imaginary part of the dust refractive index (Kaufman et al., 2001; Moulin et al., 2001; Balkanski et al., 2007; Mian Chin et al., 2009 ). Figure 11 shows D eff,c against the estimated age of the dust air mass. Observations from aircraft during previous campaigns are shown for comparison. The D eff,c values did not change with time, suggesting that the dust layers transported over the Mediterranean region tend to conserve their coarse mode with time. During ADRIMED, D eff,c values obtained in dust layers that spent less than 1.5 days in the atmosphere are consistent with those obtained near dust source regions (Formenti et al., 2011b; Weinzierl et al., 2011) . Conversely, dust layers having spent more than 1.5 days in the atmosphere present higher D eff,c than previously observed over the Atlantic ocean Weinzierl et al., 2011) . The loss of large dust particles with transport as observed over the Atlantic Ocean is most likely associated with the removal processes occurring as the dust travels downwind (Mahowald et al., 2014) . As smaller particles fall downward much slower than larger particles, coarse particles are expected to be more prevalent close to the sources regions. To date only a few studies have focused on understanding the evolution of dust size distribution, especially during transport over the Atlantic Ocean Reid et al., 2003; Kalashnikova and Kahn, 2008) . These measurements pointed out large differences between the observed and modelled evolution of dust size, with a lifetime of coarse particles longer than expected from deposition theories. This suggests that other processes counterbalanced the loss of large particles by dry deposition along transport. These processes seem to be particularly important in the Mediterranean region, since the proportional volume of coarse particles in the size distribution did not vary substantially even after 5 days of transport. The persistence of coarse particles over the Mediterranean basin during transport could be explained by the presence of temperature inversions in the middle troposphere keeping the dust layers confined due to the stable stratification. This was revealed by most of the aircraft temperature profiles (Fig. S7) . Furthermore, the WRF model simulations of the vertical velocity and vertical cross-section confirms previous indications (Dulac et al., 1992) of the existence of updraft/downdraft due to the thermal turbulence within the dust layers circulating over the Mediterranean basin in summertime, due to elevated temperatures within the dust layers and large insolation. An example for flight F33 in the Corsica region is shown in Fig. 12 , where the vertical velocity showed updrafts and downdrafts up to 0.5 Pa s −1 , corresponding to about 5 cm s −1 . This value is at least 1 order of magnitude greater than the gravitational settling velocity (0.25 cm s −1 ) expected for particles of 8 µm in diameter, the value indicated by Maring et al. (2003) fore result in an enhancement of the particle lifetime in the atmosphere over the Mediterranean basin.
Retention of coarse mode particles in the dust plumes
Conclusions
We presented the first in situ aircraft measurements of the size distribution and optical properties of Saharan dust transported over the western Mediterranean basin obtained within the framework of the ChArMEx/ADRIMED airborne campaign in June-July 2013. Dust particles originating from Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco were sampled in the western Mediterranean basin after 1 to 5 days of transport from the source regions. Measurements of aerosol vertical profiles revealed that dust particles were transported inside well-defined layers above the boundary layer (> 1 km a.s.l.), itself dominated by pollution and marine particles. The dust vertical structure was extremely variable and characterized either by a single layer or a more complex and stratified structure. Backward trajectories indicated that the multilayering of the Saharan dust corresponded to air masses originating from different dust source regions. The abundance of sub-300 nm particles in the Saharan dust layers suggested a strong mixing of dust with pollution particles. The height of transport of the dust layers appeared to be the main factor affecting the mixing extent of pollution particles with mineral dust. Measurements showed higher concentrations of pollution particles in dust layers below 3 km a.s.l. than at higher altitude, resulting in Å up to 2.2 below 3 km a.s.l. This coincides with the typical height of pollution layers (∼ 3 km a.s.l.) observed in the western Mediterranean basin.
The optical properties of the dust layers were not significantly affected by this mixing with respect to values reported for native dust. Mineral dust aerosols were found to be moderately absorbing with values of ω 0 between 0.90 and 1.00 at 530 nm. Concurrent optical calculations from the aerosol chemical composition revealed that the contribution of pollution particles to absorption properties of the dust plumes was negligible. This was most likely due to the low contribution of rBC (∼ 2 % in mass) in regards to the fraction of dust (∼ 84 %) and sulfate (∼ 14 %) in the dust plumes. The concentrations of anthropogenic particles being typical of those observed in the Mediterranean region in summertime, these results demonstrate that outside a severe episode of pollution or biomass burning, mineral dust dominate the optical properties of the dust plumes in the Mediterranean even in the presence of pollution particles.
An important question for the dust direct, semi-direct and indirect radiative effects is how long the coarse mode of dust particles is conserved during transport. We showed that the coarse mode was conserved even after 5 days of transport in the Mediterranean, which contrasts with the gravitational depletion of large dust particles observed during the transport of dust over the Atlantic Ocean. The global importance of this result is, however, still linked to whether these observations are ubiquitous or occur only for specific dust transport events. Dust events differing in terms of source region, time and height for transport were reported in this study. For all these case studies, the coarse mode of dust particles was conserved during transport, which might reflect the representativeness of the situation mostly occurring in summertime in the western Mediterranean basin.
Most climate models currently simulate the dry deposition as a positive relationship of the particles size, leading in an underestimation of the fraction of coarse particles being transported long distances (Mahowald et al., 2014) . Given the scarcity of field studies investigating the evolution of the dust size distribution during transport, our results point out key processes controlling the retention of large dust aerosols particles. In particular, WRF model simulations highlighted a strong turbulence within the dust layer with vertical velocity at least 1 order of magnitude greater than the particle gravitational settling velocity. Particles could therefore remain order to quantitatively characterize this process and improve the representativeness of the temporal evolution of dust size distribution in climate models useful for radiative impact or marine biogeochemical applications. The data set obtained during the ChArMEx/ADRIMED airborne campaign can also be used for constraining satellite retrievals that make assumptions on dust properties in order to derive water vapour profiles, surface temperatures and greenhouse gas concentrations. The results presented here suggest that the aerosol particle size and optical properties of the dust plumes could be assimilated to those of native dust in satellite retrievals in the western Mediterranean. A straightforward comparison of our results with values published in the OPAC aerosol database, which is widely used by the remote-sensing communities, suggests that the OPAC database overestimates dust absorption. Moreover, this important data set provides opportunities for evaluating satellite aerosol products (size, absorption properties, vertical profiles) over the Mediterranean through comparison with our in situ airborne measurements.
In terms of significance for direct and semi-direct radiative effects, the presence of moderately absorbing particles within the dust layers can induce important modifications in the tropospheric heating and surface cooling by perturbing the incoming and outgoing radiations. Evidence for retention of coarse mode particles in the dust layers indicates also that mineral dust may still be a significant source of cloud condensation nuclei and ice nuclei despite having undergone long-range transport. Hence, mineral dust may have potentially important implications for the regional climate and the rainfall patterns in the western Mediterranean that should be quantitatively addressed in future modelling studies.
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